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the introduction should be written in a clear, concise
manner and should not have any distracting or

inappropriate tables, figures, or references. a good
introduction should be able to stand on its own. although

the introduction should be short, it should provide sufficient
background to make the paper intelligible to readers in

other disciplines, and sufficient context that the significance
of the experimental findings is clear. the introduction should

give readers a sense of the problem or topic, and lead
toward a clear, specific research question. the introduction
should identify the significance of the work, describe the

types of questions to be addressed by the research,
describe the types of challenges inherent in the study or

problem, identify the expected outcomes, and specify the
hypothesized types of results. as described in the

manuscripts apropos of a manuscript , science translational
medicine editors ask the authors of manuscripts they are
considering for publication to provide a specific statement

of the contribution of their work to the field of medicine. this
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statement should clearly present this work's significance to
the field, which may be revealed in the paper itself. when
authors provide a statement of the contribution of their

work, the editors have more authoritative data with which
to evaluate the manuscript. only the most exceptional
manuscripts (i.e., those demonstrating strong, novel
contributions to medicine) should be sent for further

consideration by the editors-in-chief and editorial board. the
scope of science translational medicine is not limited to

molecular and cellular biology. articles in the journal
address a broad range of topics in medicine from the study
of human development, physiology and behavior to patient-
oriented health care outcomes research. all manuscripts for
publication in the journal must be in english, and must not
have been previously published, accepted for publication,

or under consideration for publication elsewhere.
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from any web browser or adobe® digital editions ebook

reader™ (also known as the free reader). it comes with the
latest release of adobe® digital editions, acrobat® reader
dc, which enables users to view, edit, sign, comment, save,

and export a pdf file. acrobat reader dc includes a pdf
reader and is optimized for mobile devices. it is the only pdf
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archives of physical medicine and rehabilitation is a peer-

reviewed journal published monthly by the american
academy of physical medicine and rehabilitation (aapm&r)

in partnership with the american journal of physical
medicine and rehabilitation. the aapm&r is the leading
professional organization representing the multifaceted

practice of physical medicine and rehabilitation, with more
than 8,500 members worldwide and more than 19,000

members in the united states. adobe acrobat reader dc is
the only pdf file viewer that can open and interact with all
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